ON THE SUBGROUPS
OF ORDERA POWER OF p
IN THE QUATERNARY
ABELIANGROUPIN THE
GALOISFIELD OF ORDERPn*
BY

LEONARD EUGENE DICKSON
1. The problem of the ^»-section of the periods of hyperelliptic
functions of
four periods leads to the quaternary abelian group modulo ^<, "where p is supposed to be an odd prime number.
The equation for this /»-section has two
essentially distinct resolvents of degree (p4, — ~l)l(p —-l),as shown by Jordan t
and as follows incidentally in the present paper, §§ 2, 4 (Corollary), 16.
For the case p = 3, the group arises in the problem of the 27 lines on a
general cubic surface, as well as in the reduction of a binary sextic to Cayley's
canonican form T2 — U3.
The question of the existence of resolvents of degree lower than that mentioned
above and the related, but more general, problem of the determination of all the
subgroups of the abelian group form the subject of investigations
now in progress by the writer.
On account of the great complexity^:
of these problems
only small values of p are being considered.
The discussions for the various
values of p have at least one question in common, that of the subgroups of order
a power of p.
To avoid duplication, this question is here treated for general p,
together with a number of related questions.
2. The group of quaternary special abelian substitutions
in the GF[pn~\
has
a self-conjugate
subgroup composed of the identity and the substitution
which
merely changes the sign of each variable.
The quotient group G is simple
except in the case p = 2, n= I, when it is holoedrically isomorphic with the
symmetric group on 6 letters.§
The order of G is
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The operators of G are conveniently

±

(1)

designated

as follows :

ßxx K

ßx2 K

#21

^22

Kx

[October

S22 J

When needed, the variables are designated £x, vx, %2, v2 in order.
An abelian substitution
permutes
the p4n — 1 letters B^
¡t¡ », in which
%x,nx, £2, y2 are not simultaneously
zero.
Combining them into systems

{-^Vfe,»«,*{*»«'

wnere P- ranges over the marks +- 0 of the GF[pn~\),

we obtain (p*" — l)/(p"
— 1) systems which are permuted amongst themselves
by the homogeneous abelian substitutions.
Hence the group G may be represented as a (transitive f) substitution
group on (pin — 1 )/(p" — 1) letters.
3. An operator of G is commutative with Blx if and only if it be of the form

1

k

a

0

10

c

0
(afi-ßy

(2)

0

ac — <ya a

7

0

ßc-8a

8

ß

The number of these operators is p3" ■(p2n — 1 )p".
Gpt^p2n_1). In view of their importance and frequent
certain of these operators is introduced :

[k, a, c, 7] = ±

(3)

They form a group

They form a subgroup
occurrence a notation for

1.

k

a

0

1

0

0

c — 7a

1

0

-a

0

G ,* in view of the formula

= l).

of composition

[K, A, C, r][k,a,c,y]
(4)

= [AT+ h+aC —cA —aAT, A + a, G+ c + aT, T + 7].

It follows that

the second, third, fourth

and fifth powers of (3) are respec-

tively

[2k-a2y,
t American

Journal

2a, 2c + aj, 2j],
of Mathematics,

[3/<;-4a27,

3a, 3c + 3«7, 37],

vol. 23 (1901), p. 367.
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[4¿-10a2y,

4a, 4c+6a7,

By one-step induction,
(5)

4y] ,

[5k-20a2y,
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5a, 5c + lOay, 5y].

we readily find that

[&, a, c, y]r = \rk — \r(r2

— l)a2y,

ra, re + \r(r

— l)a<y,

ry~\.

It follows that, if 2?>3, the/?th power of [k, a, c, y] is [ 0, 0, 0, 0 ], namely,
identity ; for p = 2 or 3, the power p2 is the identity,

while the pth

power is

the identity if and only if ay = 0.
Theorem.
For p > 3 the group G 4. contains, in addition
to the identity,
only operators of period p.
For p = 2 or 3 , it contains only operators of
periods 1, p, p2.
Since pin is the highest power of p which divides the order of G, there is a
single set of conjugate subgroups of order pin.
Corollary.*
For p> 3, the group G contains no operator of period p",
a > 1. For p = 2 or 3, G contains no operator of period p", a > 2.
4. Theorem.
Within G, the group G to is self-conjugate only under the
group

0
(6)

#,.*.(.»_,)>

= ( GlM, Tx¡aíT2aí)

:±

a"1

0

«U («22 712-

0

The operator

(1) transforms

where, after reductions
A2=R2=l
C2 = D2=kßna2l

¿/3U/321 -

into an operator

by means of the abelian

+ ya12/312 -

- 2cßnßl2
a/3uy12 -

y/312/322 + aßn822

+ y/312flc22 -

0

«22

722

°

*u

Treplacing

nx by

B2Vi+ C2Ï2 + D2n2,

kß2n - y/9f2 + 2aßn8l2
+ kanßn

-«n«¡2l«i2

\_k, a, c, y]

AJx+

«12 722)

0

a/3uy22

-

conditions

+ ayßnß12,

aan8l2

+canßl2

+ aS12/321 a8l2a2l

on (1),

+

+ cßlxal2

c/3n/322 -

c/3Ha22

cßl2ß2l

+ ca2l^12

-

— ajanßi2,
+ ayßXiß21,
aya2lßl2.

Since Z7 shall belong to G to()2»_1), we must have

A2 = 0,

R2 = l,

(72= 0,

Z)2 = 0,

for every set of marks k, a, c, y of the G F [/>"]•
But a linear homogeneous
function of k, a,c,y,
ay with coefficients in a field Z'7of order > 1 equals zero for
*Compare Transactions,
should be changed.

vol. 2 (1901), p. 113.

The signs of Z and

W in the footnote
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[October

every mark h, a, c, 7 of F if and only if each of its coefficients is zero. Hence
^á2 = 0 requires that ßxx = ßX2= 0 ; then B2 = 1 requires that ay 8X2= 0 ;
C2= 0 requires that 8X2ß2l = 0 ; B2= 0 requires that 8X2a2X= 0 . If 8l2 + 0,
then all the coefficients in the first column of (1) are zero.
Hence ¿y = 0.
Applying the abelian conditions, we find that (1) becomes

í

CO

S21

The latter is seen to transform
Í 1

1X2

0

0

a„„

7,

^22

K

/ ïn = «n («227\t — «127m) \

I <Jn==aiTI(^!j7u—«u^j)
\

/

)

c

aaxxK-Caxx^22-^aX2^22

0

0

1

0 cay a22 -

a,, iL, — B„ y„_= 1

[k, a, c, 7] into

¿'

0

ai2

l-7«22^22

aaxxy22-ayaxxa22+ryaX2a22

7^22-

-7/3L

. 0 C<XXX^22-aaxxK2-ar1CLXX^22+rlax2^22

1+7«22^22J

where
*'—

fa?i

-

2ííail7,2

+2C«U«,2

-

a7«n«l2+7a?2'

C'=

C0!ll«22-a0:il722+7«l2(3:22-

For 7 + 0, this operator is of the form (2) with ß = 0 only when /322= 0.
Inversely, if ß22 = 0, it has the form [k', aaxx822, c', 7«22] .
Since (7) is the product of an operator (2) by Tl¡an and since the latter
transforms every operator (2) into an operator (2), we derive
Corollary
I.
Within
G, the group
Gpin{pin_x) is self-conjugate
only
under

the group

GHpi„,pin_1)rpn_x)=

(Gph,,p2n_x), TXa) of the operators

(7).

The

is therefore one of (pin — l)/(pn
— 1) conjugate subgroups
of G.
Corollary
II.
Within G, the group G^p^pn_x)i is self-conjugate
under itself and hence is one of (p2n + l)(pn
+ l)2 conjugate subgroups.

only

latter

Bistributioti

of the operators

of G 4„ into sets of conjugates.

5. Upon specialization of (7) by setting ay = 1, ay = 822= 1 , ß2J = 0, it
follows from the preceding section that [p, q, r, s] transforms
[k, a, c, 7]

into
[ k + 2qc — 2ra — qay + q2y, a, c + 07 — sa, 7 ] .
In order that the latter shall be identical with [ k, «,0,7]
it is necessary and sufficient that a = 7 = c = 0if^j>2,

for every p, q,r, s ,
and that a = 7 = 0

1903]
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GROUP

operators

in G ^ are \_k, 0, 0, 0 ]

if p > 2, but are \_k, 0, c, 0] if p = 2.
Henceforth let p > 2. Let a and y have fixed values each =j=0.
\_k, a, c, y] is conjugate with [&', a, c', y] if and only if

k'= k + 2ac — 2ra — gwy + a2y,

Then

c'= c + gy — sa

have solutions p, q,r, s in the field.
The second equation can be satisfied
by a suitable choice of q or s, and the first by a subsequent choice of r. Hence
the operators [A,a,c,y],a=4=0,y=4=0,
fall into (pn — l)2 sets Sa¡y each
of p2n conjugate operators
within Gpin.
An operator [A, a, c, 0] , a +- 0, is conjugate with [&', a, c , 0] if and
only if there exist solutions q, r, s of

k'= k + 2qc — 2ra,

c'=c — sa.

We may take q = 0 and determine r and s by the first and second equations,
respectively.
Hence the operators [&,a,c,0J,a=|=0,
fall into p" — 1 sets
Sa each of p2n conjugate operators.
Similarly, the operators [i, 0,c,
of pn conjugate operators.

0],c4=

0, fall

into p" — 1 sets S'c each

There remain the operators [&,0,c,y],y+-0.
The latter is conjugate
only with \k!, 0, c', y] , where k' = k + 2qc + q2y, c = c + ay.
Hence
° = 7"(c'_c)'

¿' = ¿+-(c'2-c2).

Hence if k,c, c',y are any given marks such that y 4= 0, there exists an
unique mark k' for which \_k, 0, c, y] and \_k', 0, c', y] are conjugate.
Hence the operators [&,0,c,y],y=j=0,
fall into p"(pn — 1) sets ~2kiy each
of p" conjugate operators.
For a set #a , äo or ^, the subscripts are defining invariants.
But for
2* , the subscript y alone is an invariant.
Theorem.
The operators of G ^ fall into 2p2n — 1 distinct sets of conjugate operators ; p" sets contain each a single operator, p2n — p" sets contain
each p2n operators, p2n — 1 seis contain each p" operators.
6. In illustration of the results of § 5, consider the important case p" = 3.

Then, by §3, [k, a, c, y]3=

[0, 0, 0, 0] = identity if and only if ay = 0.

Hence the 44 operators of period 3 in Gsx are [k, a, c, 0] and [k, 0, c, y] ,
excluding [0,0,0,0].
The remaining 36 operators [&,a,c,y],ay
+ 0,
are of period 9. The 81 operators fall into the following 17 sets of conjugates : *
* The last six sets may be given compactly as follows

{["ft, 0, 1, y], [ft, 0, —1,7],

[fc — y, 0, 0, y]}

(*=o,i,-i;

T«i,-i).
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[0,0,0,0];
[*,l,c,l]s

[1,0,0,0];
[k,l,c—

[-1,0,0,0];
1]; [*,—l,c,l]j

[*,l,c,0];

[k,-l,c,0];

[A, 0.1,0];

{[0,0,1,±1],

[0,0,

{[0,0,0,±1],

[± 1,0,1,

{[±1,0,0,±1],

-1,±1],

±1]};

±1]};

[=f 1,0,-1,
together,

1];

[4,0,-1,0];

[± 1,0,-1,

[=f1,0,1,±1],

where the upper (or lower) signs belong

[k, — l,c,—

[=p 1,0,0,

±1],

[October

±1]

},

while the operators

given by

k, c = 0, 1, — 1 belong to the same set.
Betermination

of the self-conjugate

subgroups

of G to.

7. If a self-conjugate
subgroup
H contains
one operator
of a set
Sa , a + 0, 7 + 0, it contains every [k, a, c, 7], k and c being arbitrary.
By (5), H contains one, and hence every, operator [k, ra, c, ry], for each

integer r = 1, 2, ■■-, p — 1.
[K, Ra,

But, by (4),

C, i?y] [k, ra, c, 7-7]

= [K + k + raC — Bac— R2ra2y, (B+r)a,
It follows first that It contains
tains the group

(8) ¿ÇkX,«= {[k,ra,c,rf\,

C + c + Bray,

(R + r)y].

also every [ k, 0, c, 0 ] and second that H con-

(r=

0,1,2,

■■■,p — 1 \k and c arbitrary)}.

Note that (a, 7) and (a , 7' ) define the same group if a /a = y'/y = an integer
prime to p, so that there are p"~1(pn — 1.) distinct groups (8).
If H contains one operator of a set Sa, a + 0, it contains [k, a, c, 0] for k
and c arbitrary.
Then,by (5),.//contains
every [k,ra,c,0~\,r
= l, ■■-, p — 1 •

By (4),
[K,Ra,

C, 0~][k,ra,c,0]

Hence H contains

(9)

= [F-\-k

+ raC-Rac,(R

+ r)a, <7+c,0].

also every [ k, 0, c, 0 ], and contains the group

G\nn = {[k, ra, c, Q~\, (r = 0, 1, ■■-,p — 1; k and c arbitrary)}.

If H contains one operator of a set S'c, c + 0, it contains
k arbitrary.
The rth power of the latter is [rk, 0, re, 0],

[k, 0, c, 0] for
Also

[K, 0, Be, 0][k, 0, re, 0] = [K+ k, 0, Rc + rc, 0].

1903]
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Hence H contains the commutative

group

(10)

= 0,1,

K;n+X= {[k, 0, re, 0],(r

If H contains

(11)

\_k, 0, 0, 0], it contains

¿arbitrary)}.

the cyclic group

C$={[rk,0,0,0],(r=0,l,...,p-1)}.

Finally, let H contain one [¿,0,c,y],y

(12)

...,p-l;

377

[X, 0,(7, r][Ä,0,

+ 0.

c,y] = [X+k,

By (4),

0,t7+

c,r+y].

Now [k, 0, c, y] is conjugate with [&+(c'
—c2)/y,
0, c , y],c'
being
arbitrary.
Multiplying
the latter by the inverse of the former and setting
c'— c = X, we get A = [(X2 + 2Xc)/y, 0, X, 0] , which therefore occurs in
II for X arbitrary.
Replacing X by — X, and taking the product of the resulting operator by A , we get [2X2/y, 0, 0, 0] . Hence, if p > 2, H contains
every [ k, 0, 0, 0], since X2 — X2 can be made to take any desired value, so
that IIcontains
every \_k, 0, c, 0].
The same result follows for any^? by § 5,
since A is conjugate with every [A-, 0, X, 0].
By (5),

[k, 0, c, y]"=
Hence H contains the commutative

(13)

group

Z¿£„+1= {[k, 0, c, ry] , (r = 0, 1, ■■■,p — I ; k and c arbitrary)}.

Theorem.
groups

[rk, 0, re, ry].

The p"-1 (pn — 1 ) groups
groups

(8), the p*-1 groups

(11) in addition

H'p,= {[k,ta,c,

a],

(k,a,c

to the identity,

(9), the p"~l

the pn~l
groups (IS), together with all groups resulting from their combination, give all
the selfconjugate
subgroups of Gpin.
8. For n = 1, the complete list of self-con jugate subgroups follows without
further computation.
We may now drop one of the superscripts in the notation
for each group, giving the following groups : *

(8')

(10), the p"~l

= 0,l,

...,p

(« = 1,2, •••,*—1),

(9')

Gp3= {[¿,a,c,0],

(¿,a,c=0,l,...,^-l)},

(10')

Xp2= {[¿,0,c,0],

(A,e-0,l,...,j»-l)},

(11')
(13')

Cp={[k,

0,0,0],

Xp3={[k,0,c,y],

(*-0,l,...,|>-l)},
(k,c,y=0,l,...,p-l)}.

*In (8), only the ratio ajy is now invariant.

It is set equal to t.

— l)}

and
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Evidently C lies in all these groups, while K, lies in all of order p3. Hence
a combination of two or more of these groups leads to no new group other than
G 4. We may therefore state the
Theorem.
The group Gpt contains only the self-conjugate subgroups (8')-

(13') in addition to itself and the identity.
Since a subgroup

Corollary.

Gpm_iof G m is necessarily

self-con jugate,

we have the

The p + 1 groups (8'), (9'), (13') give all the subgroups

of

order p3 of Gp,.
9. Theorem.
Within G for n = 1, every subgroup of order p3 is conjugate with * B7p3, Gp3 or AT3, while no two of the latter are conjugate.
Within G, every subgroup of order p3 is contained f in one or more subgroups of order p\ the latter being conjugate with G , by Sylow's theorem.
We may therefore confine our attention to the groups (8), (9') and (13').
But
Txt_, transforms
[k, ta, c, a] into [kt~2, a, t~lc, a] and hence transforms
H\ into H\ = H s. In view of the formulae

[K, A, C, A~\[k, a,c, a~\

(14)

= [K~+ k+ aC—cA — aA2, A + a, C + c + aA, A + a] ,

[K,A,

(15)

C,0]

[k,a,c,0]

= [F+

k + aC — cA , A + a, C+ c, 0] ,

the only self-conjugate operators in either H
neither is conjugate with the commutative
conjugate by §§ 14-15.
For p = 3, this
contains operators of period 9, while Gv

s or G %are [¿,0,0,0].
Hence
group It „. The first two are not
also follows from the fact that Hv
and Km contain only operators of

periods 1 and 3.
Conjugacy of the operators
10. By § 5, [p,

of HpS ; its self-conjugate

q, r, q~] transforms

subgroups.

[k, a, c, a] into [k', a, c, a],

where

k' = k + 2qc — 2ra — qaz + q2a.
Let k, a, c he given.
If a + 0, we may take q = 0 and choose r to make
k' take any assigned value.
If a = 0, c +- 0, we can choose q to make k' arbitrary.
Hence the operators of H3 fall into exactly p2 + p — 1 sets of conju-

gates :
{ [k,

a, C, a],

k = 0 , 1, ■• ■, p — 1}

{ [k, 0, 0, 0] }
*For <= 1, (8') is designated also Hps.
t BURNSIDE,The Theory of Groups, p. 94, Corollary 111

(a, c fixed integers not both s 0),

(k a fixed integer).

IN THE QUATERNARY
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11. If a self-con jugate subgroup J contains the operator [k!, a, c, a~\, where
a and c are not both = 0, it contains every [k, a, c, a], k=0,1,
■• -, p — 1.
By (14), the inverse of the latter is [ — k, — a, — c + a2, — a~\. The product of the latter by [ K, a, c, a ] is [K — 4,0,0,0]..
Hence J contains
the commutative group generated by [1,0,0,0]
and [0, a, c, a]:

(16) Hy=

{ [k,ra,rc

+ \r(r-l)a2,ra],(k,r

= 0,l,...,p-l)}.

For a = 0, the group is (10').
For p = 3, a =J=0, the group is a cyclic group
of order 9 since [0,a,c,a]3=
[ — a3, 0,0,0].
Theorem.
For p > 2 the group H3 has only the following self-conjugate
subgroups in addition to itself, the identity and C :
if p > 3, K\ and p further non-cyclic groups (16) with a + 0 ;
if p = 3, X9 and 3 cyclic groups of order 9 generated by respectively

[0,1,1,1],
Corollary.

[1,-1,1,-1]

For p>2,

Conjugacy

and [1,1,-1,1].

H 3 has exactly p + 1 subgroups

of the operators

of G 3; its self-conjugate

of order p2.
subgroups.

12. By § 5, [p, q, r, 0] transforms [k, a, c, 0] into [k', a, c, 0], where
k' = k + 2qc — 2ra.
If a and c are fixed marks on the GF [p ], p > 2, not
both zero, we can choose q and r to make k' take any assigned value.
But if

a = c = 0, then [4,0,0,0]
Hence the operators

is self-conjugate.

of G 3 fall

into exactly p2 + p — 1 sets of conjugates :

{ [k, a, C, 0], k = 0, 1, ■--,p

—1}

{[4,0,0,0]}

(a, c, fixed integersnot both= 0),

(k a fixed integer).

13. If a self-conjugate subgroup J"of G\ contains one operator [4, a, c, 0 ],
where a and c are fixed integers not both zero, it contains them all. Also J
contains the inverse [ — 4, — a, — c, 0] [see formula(14)].
The product of
the latter by [ K, a, c, 0 ] is [AT— 4, 0,0,0].
Hence J contains the commutative group generated by [1, 0, 0, 0] and [0, a, c, 0]:

(17)

Ky=

{[k,ra,rc,0],(k,r=0,l,...,p~l)}.

For a= 0, the group is (10').
Whether p = 3 or p > 3,.the groups are
non-cyclic.
Theorem.
For p + 2, the group Gp3 has as its self-conjugate subgroups,
besides itself and the identity, the group Cp and p + 1 non-cyclic commutative
groups (17). It thus has exactly p + 1 subgroups of order p2.

Bärgest

subgroups

in which Gp3, Hp3, Kp3 are self-conjugate.

14. Theorem.
Within Gn=l, the group Gp3 is self-conjugate only under
the group ff, 4( 2_1)( _xj of the operators (7) with coefficients modulo p.
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Proceeding

as in § 4 with y = 0, we must have A2 = 0, Z?2= 1, C2 = 0,

D2 = 0 for every set of integers k, a,c.
ßxx = 0,an812

[October

= 0,anßl2=0;

Hence

o]2 ßn = 0, ßa ß2l = 0 ; 8l2 a2l = 0, ß,2 an = 0 .

If ßl2 =|=0, then an = /321= a2l = 0, so that all the coefficients in the first
column of (1) are zero; hence must ßl2 = 0.
Similarly, 812= 0.
Hence (1)
reduces to (7). The latter transforms [&, a, c, 0] into \_k', a , c', 0], where,

by §4,
k' = ka\, — 2aanyi2

+ 2canau,

a' = aan822 — canß22,

c = cana22 — aauy22.

For general n, the conditions that k', a', c' shall be integers modulo p, p > 2 ,
for every set of integers ¿, a, c, are that a2,, anyl2, anai2, auo"22, anß22, aua22
and auy22 shall be integral marks.
The same is then true for «ny21 and an821.
Hence the ratios of the various coefficients of (7) to an must belong to the
GF [p~\.
Hence (7) is the product of an operator with integral coefficients by
^i,an^2,an» where a2, is integral.
We may restrict an to the roots of x2 — v,
where v is a particular non-residue of p.
We have therefore the
Corollary.
For p>2
and n even, the group G %is self-conjugate within
G only under the group G ,( 2_1)( _,> of operators (7) whose coefficients are all
integers or all integral multiples of a square root of a non-residue of p.
For
n odd, the group is that in the theorem.
15. Theorem.
Within Gn=x, the group H 3 is selfconjugate
only under

(18)

GHpt,p_x)= (Gpi, Ti^T^a).

Proceeding as in § 4 with y = a, we must have A2=0, Z?2=l, C2=0, D2=0
for every set of integers k, c, a.
If a linear homogeneous function of
k, c, a, a2 is zero for every k, c, a, then its coefficients are all zero. The conditions are therefore ßu = ß]2 = 0, an8]2 = 0, ß2X8l2= 0, a2l8X2=0,
respectively.
Hence 8l2 = 0, so that the transformer must be of the form (7). Then,
as in §4, ß22= 0, and \k, a, c, a] is transformed into [k', aan822, c , aa22~\.
Hence must an S22= a\2.
But a22822= 1.
Hence an = a\2.
16. Theorem.
Within Gn=x, the group X3 is self-conjugate only under
the group ZZ^3)4(J,2_1)(i)_:l)
of the operators
^11

«a

12

0

Tl2

o12

/ a, ! ()„ + a12 ''i2 =

1, ct„ <>2i+ ct12ri22 = 0 \

( «22 ân + <H\,!2i = 1 > a22,5i2 + 'Hi '5ii = ° ) i

(19)
^21

«22

8„ 0
and hence is one of(p* — l)/(p

%2

ai\ >"íi + au ïii — «íi/n

S,„

— 1) conjugate subgroups.

— ct22)'i2 = u

IN THE QUATERNARY
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Proceeding

as in § 4 with a = 0, we find that A2=

that ßn = ßl2 = 0.

ri
(20)
I
K=ka\x+ya\2+
T =ka\x+

B=-
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0 for every k, c, y requires

In view of these values, we have 2?, = 1, C2 = 0, B2 = 0,

identically.
By computation,
transform [k, 0, c, y] into

(21)

ABELIAN

the operator

(1) with ßxl = ßl2 = 0 is seen to

K

A

C

0

1

0

0

0

c

i-E

r

0

-A

B

2coya12,
ya222+ 2ca2Xa22,

kß22X- yßl2-2cß2lß22,

1+ E

A = -

C=

"

kanß2l-canß22-ca12ß2l-yctuß22.

kaua2l

+ coy ay + cax2a2l + ya12«22.

E = ka2lß2X + ca22ß2X + coy/322+

yoy/3.

In order that (20) shall reduce to [K,
0, C, T], it is necessary that
ß2X= ß22=0 ( from B = 0 ) and sufficient ( since then ,4 = 0, E = 0 ). Then
the transformer
becomes (19) on applying the abelian conditions.
The first
four of the resulting conditions (19) may be solved and given the equivalent form

(22)

=S22/A,

al2=-S21/A,

<*21=-o12/A,

a22=8JA,

A=8J22-8l282

Evidently A is + 0 since it is a factor of the determinant of (19).
The number of sets of integers 8.. modulo p for which A =f=is (p2 — l)(p2 — p).
The
fifth condition' (19) involves the y;. linearly with coefficients not all zero, so that
three of the y.. are arbitrary.
The number of homogeneous substitutions
(19)
is therefore p3(p2 — l)(p2 — p).

Subgroupjs

of order p2 of the commutative

group Kp3.

17. Such a subgroup contains, in addition to the identity, only operators of
period p.
Hence it is generated by two commutative operators A and B of
period p.
The quotient of (p3 — l)(p3 —p), the number of ways A and B
may be selected, by (p2 — l)(p2 — p), the number of ways a given group
( A, B) can be generated, gives the number p2 -\-p + 1 of distinct subgroups

of order p2.
Now [p,

q, r, s] transforms

the general operator

[4, 0, c, y] of Kp3 into

[4', 0, c', y], where
4'= 4 + 2qc + o2y,

c'= c + gy.

If 7=1=0, we can choose q to make c'=0.
By (5), the rth power of
[4', 0, 0, 7] is [rk', 0, 0, ry].
Hence we can choose [4, 0, 0, 1] as the
first generator.
If 7 = 0, c 4= 0, and if jt>> 2, we can choose q to make
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k' = 0. A suitable power of [ 0, 0, c, 0 ] gives [ 0, 0, 1, 0 ] . Finally, if
y = c = 0, we are led to [1, 0, 0, 0].*
With A = [k, 0, 0, 1], the group
contains a second generator

[&', 0, c, 0].

We may therefore

suppose that the

first generator is [1, 0, 0, 0] or [0, 0, 1, 0].
For A = [1, 0, 0, 0], we may take [0,

0, c, y] as the second generator.

If y = 0, a suitable power gives R = [0,0,1,0].

If y+0,

power gives [0, 0, c, 1 ].
But [p, q, r, s] transforms
[0, 0 , c, 1 ] into [2qc + a2, 0, c + a, 1 ].
Taking q=

R = [Q, 0, 0, 1 ].

(23)

a suitable

A into itself and
— c, we are led to

The resulting groups are

AT2={[¿,0,c,0]},

Ar;2={[¿,0,0,y]}.

For A = [0,0,1,0],
we may take [k, 0, 0, y] as the second generator.
The case y = 0 leads to AT2. For y +- 0, a suitable power gives [<r, 0, 0, I].
If tr=0,
the resulting group {[0, 0, c, y]} is transformed
by P12 into
{[y, 0, c, 0]} = Ka.
The case a +- 0 requires detailed study.
We proceed to determine whether or not a group {[o-y, 0, c, y ]} is conjugate within Gn=x with another such group or with one of the groups (23).
If
(1) transforms [o-y, 0, c, y] into an operator T leaving n, fixed, then (as in

§4 with k = cry, a=0)
A2 =

-

oryß2n -

y/322 -

2cßnß12

= 0

for every c and y.
Hence ßxxßX2 = 0, crß2n + ß\2 = 0, so that ßlx = ßX2= 0 .
We may therefore proceed as in § 16, with k = cry, and impose the conditions

A=R

= Ethat

Z7shall reduce to the form [AT, 0, C, T].
Z? = - 07/9^ - y/322 -

Now

2c/321/322= 0

for every c and y requires that ß2l = ß^ = 0.
Hence (1) must become (19).
The condition T = 0 for every c and y requires a2l = a22 = 0, which is impossible. Hence a group { [ o-y, 0, c, y ] } is not conjugate with Kpl.
* For the problem of the conjugacy of the cyclic subgroups of order p of Kp>, we note that we
may restrict the generators to [1,0, 0, 0], [0,0,1,0],
[t, 0, 0, 1], where —t is a particular quadratic non-residue of p. Indeed, (19) transforms [fc, 0, 0, 1] into K, 0, C, r], where
K=ka\l

+ a\i,

C=hanatl

+ aaaa,

T = ka?n-\-a?a.

But for any set of integers a« such that A , = an aTi — ala a21 is +0, there exists a substitution
(19).
If —k is a quadratic residue or 0, the conditions K=tV,
0 = 0, \ =j=0 become
fcj;2+ 22 — Tky2— t = 0,

kxy-\-z

= 0,

x — yz + 0,

upon setting alx = xa22, a21= yaK, al2 = za22, and noting that «22+ 0.

(te2 — r)(fcíü+l)=0,

Eliminating

z, we get

x(l + fc^)+0.

Hence the conditions can be satisfied if and only if r/fc is a residue, i. e., if — r is a non-residue.
A suitable power of [tT, 0, 0, T] gives [r, 0, 0, 1].
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(24)
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C = 0 for every c and 7 requires
aan ay + ay ay = 0 ,

ay ay + ay ay = 0 .

Taking ay and oy as the unknowns, not both of which are zero by (19), we see
that the determinant
cra2X— a222is zero.
Taking ay and ay as the unknowns,
the determinant
dition satisfied,

condition

cra2xx— a22 = 0 . Hence a must be a square.
With this conwe have ay = say, ay = — say, the sign following from either
The abelian conditions (19) then give

(24).

82i=s822'

êii=-*8i2'

- 2soíiiK = 1 >

with a linear relation

on the y;..
The restating
transform
{ [s2y, 0, c, 7] } into K\.
In order that (19) shall transform

p3(p — l)2 operators

{ [o-y, 0, c, y] } into { [o-l7l,

where a and a} are not-squares,

of Gn=x

}

°",r,

viz.,

= crx(aya22X + ya22 + 2coy ay),

The conditions

are

anai3SSjCrlasian'

Squaring

0, y, yj

it is necessary and sufficient that K=

aya2xx + yac22 + 2coyoy

for every c and y.

2soyS22=l,

aan

+ aia = axaalx + ^1^2-

each, we find that
aau

-0!12

=

±O"l(O"a21-0;22)-

Hence 2aa2n equals either 2o-j cra22¡or else 2a■ a\2.
The first case is excluded
since crl is a not-square and ay and oy are not both zero in view of the abelian
conditions.
Hence ay = say, where s2 = cr/crx. Whether
ay is zero or not,
we have ay = sa-xay.
Since
Al =

«11 «22 -

the 8.. are uniquely determined
S22=

«ll/Al'

a21 «12 =

8<Xn -

S<TX
alx +

0 >

in terms of the a., by the conditions

S21=-S£ri«2l/Al'

S12=

-«2i/Ai>

(19):

ên = S0[ii/V

There remains a linear relation on the y„.
Since A, + 0 requires merely that
alx and ay shall not both vanish, the number of operators transforming
the group
given by a into that given by ax is p>3(p2 — 1 ) •
Corollary.
The group K*l ={[o-y,0,c,y]},
where a is a particular not-square, is self-conjugate
only under a group of order p3(p2 — 1).
18. Theorem.
Within
Gn=l, the group Kp2 is self-conjugate
only under
G% <(_])2. Within G for n odd, it is self conjugate only under the group of
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operators (6) with an and a¡2 integers.
Within G for n even, it is self-conjugate only under the group of operators (6) with a2n and ana12 integers.
We proceed as in § 4 with a = y = 0.
Then
R2 = 1 + kanßn

A2=-kß\l-2cßlxß,2,
C2=-

kßn

The condition

ß2X -

cßlx ß22 -

cßnß21,

A2 = 0 for every

D2 =

kßn

k and c requires

+ canß12 + cßnal2,

a2l + cßlx a22 + c«2l ßi2.

that ßn = 0.

Then R2 = 1

gives au/3]2=0,
C2 = 0 gives ßl2ß2l = 0, D., = 0 gives a21/312=0.
Hence
ßi2 = 0.
Proceeding as in § 16, we must have A, R, T, F all zero for every

k and c.
R=-

Now

kßlx -

2cß2iß22,T

= ka2n + 2ca21 a22, A = - kanß2l

- canß22-

cal2ß2l.

Hence ß2l = 0, a21 = 0, an ß22 = 0. If ctu = 0, all the coefficients in the first
column of (1) would vanish ; hence ß22 = 0.
The abelian conditions now give
«22S22 = 1 ' S12«22 = 0 ' «11 811 + «12S12 = 1 » «11 821 + «12822 = 0 ■

Hence Sp = 0, so that the transformer

F=0,

K=

reduces to (6).

ka2u + 2canau,

Further,

C=caua22.

Hence A^and C are integers for every k and c if and only if a2n and ana¡2 are
integers.
If n be odd, an must be an integer.
19. Theorem.
Within Gn=x the group K * is self-conjugate
only under
the group Hp3,p_iy¡ of the operators

(25) f7 =

0

7„

0

7l2

a"1

0

0

«22

0

0

«U«22

0

0

7l2

ro

«12^

«12

712

0

0

0

a-

722

«2:

721

0

722 ,

a.22' J

0

«2-ll

0

0

F=±

«21

Proceeding as in § 4 with a = c = 0, we find that A2 = — ¿^2t — yß\2 = 0
for every k and y requires that ßlx = ßl2 = 0 . Then Z?2= 1, C2 = 0, D2 = 0,
identically.
Proceeding as in § 16 , with also c = 0, we have
R =

-

Äß,2! -

y/322,

C = ¿an a21 + ya12 a22.

Then R = 0, C = 0, for every k and y, give ß2X= ß22 = 0, an a2X= ot12a22 = 0 .
Then A = 0, Z?= 0, identically.
The transformer is thus of the form (19).

If a 4= 0, then
«21 =

0'

«Ü2+

0» «12 = °.

S21 = °5 S12=0^

«llSll

=

«22g22=1-
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If ay = 0, then
a21 + 0 > ai2 + 0 ' «22 = 0 • 811 = 0 < ê22 = 0 « ai2812 = «21 82! = 1 •

The

operators

U form the group

given uniquely by the products

( K\3,

Tx

T2¡ aoo).

The

operators

V are

UPX2 [or also by PX2 ¿7] .

The types of non-conjugate

subgroups

of order pl in Gn=x-

20. By § 9, we may confine the discussion to the subgroups of H3, G ■.,and
K 3. Each of these three groups has the self-conjugate subgroup Kpi.
By § 11
the only additional subgroups of order p2 in II3 are, for p > 3, the p non-cyclic
groups Haic, with a =f=0, and, for ^» = 3,3 cyclic groups of order 9. The latter
are all conjugate within Ér259,0,each being self-conjugate
only in a group of
order 27.* Hence these cyclic groups are all conjugate and each is self-conjugate only under the group Hfí.
Now [p, q, r, s] transforms
[4, pa, 8, pa~\ into [4', pa, c , pa], where

c = 8 + pqa — psa.
Taking
Haic,

s = 0,

For the groups f (16), a + 0, 8=pc+^p(p

q = — c/a,

a + 0 are all conjugate

(16')

we have c = \p(p

— 1 )a2.

Hence

— l)a2.
the groups

with

Hy ={ [k, pa, ip(p-l)a2,Pa],

(k, P = 0, 1, ■■-,p-1)}.

To find the group transforming
(16') into itself, we proceed as in § 4 and
find that the transformer
must be of the form (7) with ß22=0.
The latter
transforms the general operator of (16') into [4', paaxx822, c , paaJ22~\, where
C' = ÏP (P -

Hence

must

1 ) a" ail a22 -

oyë22 = a22, c = \pa\2(pa2l2
«11 =

a22'

-

Hence (16') is self-conjugate

2aa222 =

-

only under

PaCtXl722 + PaCtX2«22•

— l)a2.
ail722

+

Since
ai2a22

a subgroup

~

oy822 = 1, we get
l^ll^-

of order \p3(f)

— 1 ) of

GUiThe group Gp3 contains in addition to Kpi only the p groups (17) with a + 0.
Transforming
[4, ra, re, 0] by the general operator (7) of the largest subgroup
in which G s is self-conjugate,
we obtain [4', ra', re', 0], where
a' = aau 822 -

csy ß22,

c = coy cy -

aoy y22,

ay S22 -

ß22 y22 = 1.

Since a + 0, we can determine ay, ß22, y22, 822so that these three conditions
are satisfied, whatever be the values, not both zero, of a' and c . Thus
S22=

(«'

+ Caxxß22)/a(XXX-

%2=(Caxxa22-C')/aaxi

*Transactions,
vol. 2(1901), p. 138. This also follows from the discussion
f We now write p instead of r, to avoid confusion with the new r.

of (16').
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from the first two, so that the third reduces to a a22 + c'ß22 = aau.
Each of the
groups is therefore conjugate with { \k', 0, re', 0 ], (k', r = 0, 1, • • -, p — 1 ) } •

Hence the p + 1 subgroups of order p2 of G 3 are conjugate within Gn=x.
Finally, the p2 + p + 1 subgroups of order p2 of K 3 are conjugate with
K r_, K\ or A^*2*={[o-y,0,c,y]},
the latter being conjugate with neither of
the first two (§ 17).
Since these groups are self-con jugate only under subgroups

of orders \p*(p

— 1 )2, ps(p — l)2, p3(p2 — 1), respectively (§§ 17-19), while

for (16') the order is \-pi(p — 1), no two of these four groups are conjugate.
Theorem.
For p =5 3, there are exactly four types of non-conjugate
subgroups

of order p2 of the group

The Univeksity

of Chicago,
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